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Growing A Farmer How I
You can't tell the story of Angela Dawson, the founder of 40 Acre Cooperative, a nationwide collective helping Black and Indigenous farmers learn about growing hemp, without going back to her great, ...
Black farmers denied loans teach each other how to make money growing hemp
When the Nyaigoti family came to Massachusetts from Kenya, they brought the seeds they would need to keep growing their favorite vegetables. Those seeds also grew a business.
How a farmer’s sales strategy turned her parents’ garden into a family business
Nine years later, as the bootstrap farmer runs a three-man crew on 840 acres of pecan trees, and maneuvers his operation through a hornet’s nest of market pitfalls, Anderson, 27, has proved his mettle ...
Shake, Rattle, and Grow: Young Farmer Bootstraps Road to Agriculture
They have more than your traditional corn and soybean operation. They raise a variety of organic crops and also started a distillery. And dad Jeff raises cattle.
Farm Family of the Week | Farm-growing diversification, thy name is Glazik
Twenty-nine percent were principal operators, and 78% of all female producers said they are involved in daily decisions. In Virginia, female farmers are involved with 23,575 farms, and they are ...
Female farmers’ involvement in agriculture is growing
Throughout the 2021 growing season, Traditional Arts in Upstate New York is partnering with littleGrasse Community Farm on the Grow and Tell Project (part of TAUNY’s Folk to ...
‘Grow and Tell’ Project seeks seed-savers, meaningful seeds from throughout Northern New York
The issue of development in the Hudson Valley has always been a problem for farmers, but it’s becoming more and more exacerbated with property values and everything just skyrocketing to where rural ...
One farmer's barter for Hudson Valley farmland
Regenerative agriculture is in the early stages of transforming our system of food production. Here are a few ways you can dig in now.
4 growing opportunities for regenerative agriculture and food businesses — and how you can dig into the future today
Stardew Valley is the quintessential cottagecore game. It's a life sim that lets you live out the romantic fantasy of living off the land and being harmonious with nature. If you've not heard of ...
How to turn your Stardew Valley farm into a cottagecore fantasy
In the murky green shallows of Moriches Bay, Paul McCormick steps from his oyster skiff to walk in knee-deep water to a section of his aqua-farm that holds promise for a new industry on Long Island: c ...
A new 'set it-and-forget it' crop may help LI's aqua farmers — and its bays, too
Pilot programs around Long Island are testing kelp growth for human and cattle food, fertilizers and cosmetics. Karen Rivara, an oyster farmer who participated in the pilot, talks ...
Aqua-farmers look to kelp, seaweed to grow business
Kafi Dixon is a farmer in Boston. A "backhoe-operating, tractor-driving, Hi-Lo-shifting, plant-seed-in-the-ground farmer," as she puts it. Dixon founded the Common Good Cooperative, an urban farm in ...
'I Wanted To Be On Land': A Conversation With Urban Farmer Kafi Dixon
AmplifiedAg, Inc.®, holistic indoor farming leader with a mission to provide global access to safe food, has increased leafy green production over 50% for Metter, Georgia -based Better Fresh Farms ...
AmplifiedAg Increases Better Fresh Farms Production 50% with New Indoor Farm and AmpEDGE Operating System
Riverhead farmer Lyle Wells, who died in a tragic 2018 accident, envisioned preserving his 12th generation farm; his dream became reality.
County Preserves 11.16 Acres, Celebrates Iconic Farmer's Legacy
Members of Frederick County's agricultural community have floated the vision for years: a huge, shared kitchen where small farms can rent out processing equipment and industrial storage space, making ...
County looks to develop shared kitchen, processing space for local farmers
Bug's Paradise is a farm with its own on-site vegetarian hotpot restaurant in Puchong using a farm-to-table concept to educate consumers. The post M’sians Can Grow Their Own Veggies & Eat Them At This ...
M’sians Can Grow Their Own Veggies & Eat Them At This Farm-Cum-Hotpot Restaurant
Last week, staff at Brooke Point High School in Stafford County enjoyed a salad of butterhead and romaine lettuces with cucumbers, tomatoes and made-from-scratch dressing, all prepared by the school’s ...
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Learning opportunities grow at Brooke Point High School's vertical garden
Just a year ago, a hemp farm would have been illegal, but today it’s a critical element for Motive CBD, a locally grown and processed CBD product line.
Hondros family returns to farming roots, growing Ohio hemp for CBD line
Springworks Farm wants to be a local organic alternative to lettuce and other greens trucked from California and Arizona.
Maine farm that uses fish poop to grow crops year-round is expanding
The Latter-day Saints temple looms over the landscape, its smooth granite exterior bright in the high desert sun. At the top, a golden angel glimmers in the light. Across the quiet highway from the ...
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